Beavercreek Township
Board of Zoning Appeals Hearing
4/21/21
7:30 p.m.
2195 Dayton-Xenia Rd.
Beavercreek, OH 45434
Note taker:

L. Brown, Zoning Inspector

Agenda Topics
Roll Call
Case #845 – Variance Application
(Accessory Structure Height)
Case #846 – Variance Application
(Fence Location/Height)
Minutes
Adjourn
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- PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE BEAVERCREEK TOWNSHIP
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
CASE #846
The Beavercreek Township Board of Zoning Appeals (BZA) will hold a public
hearing in the Community Room on the lower level of the Beavercreek Township
Fire Station #61, located at 2195 Dayton - Xenia Rd., on Wednesday, April 21,
2021, scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m.
The purpose of the hearing is so the BZA may review and act on a variance
request {Case #846) made by property owner Ted Cremeans. The nature of the
request is to seek a variance from the requirement that the height of any fence
in a required front yard shall not exceed three feet. The applicant is seeking a
variance from the requirements of Article 18.06(2). The applicant erected a
fence which does not conform to the requirement, which is considered an
illegal structure.
The property is located at 2742 Riverstone Court in the unincorporated area of
Beavercreek Township and is zoned PUD-R (Residential Planned Unit
Development). The Greene County Parcel I.D. # is B03000100220003300.
This notice was processed for publication by Associate Zoning Administrator Max
McConnell in accordance with state requirements. The BZA action is the final
determination on the request, unless otherwise appealed to the Court of
Common Pleas.
Anyone wishing to view the application may contact the Community
Development & Risk Department at 937-306-0065, Monday through Friday, 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., to make arrangements.

Staff Report: BZA Case #846

Introduction
The applicant, Ted Cremeans, is requesting a variance from the requirements of the Township Zoning
Resolution that limits the height of fences in required front yard to 3 feet. This requirement is found in
Article 18.06.2 of the Resolution. Mr. Cremean’s fence contractor, Bellbrook Fence Company, erected a
fence at 2742 Riverstone Ct. which violates this Article. The fence was erected without securing a zoning
permit. Staff is aware that Bellbrook Fence Company dealt with staffing issues related to the pandemic,
and accept that this was not done with ill intent. However, it remains that the fence was erected
without a permit. Furthermore, the location and height of the fence combine to make it an illegal
structure. To conform to the Resolution, the fence would either need to be moved in from the required
front yard or shortened to a height of 3 feet.

Considerations
The homeowner, Mr. Cremean, was working through a fence contractor. It is Staff’s understanding that
the contractor was responsible for securing the required zoning permits per the agreement with their
client. However, it is important to recognize that property owners bear the ultimate legal responsibility
for securing zoning permits for improvements made on their parcels. Staff is not going to consider this
incident a purposeful dismissal of the Zoning regulations by either the applicant or their contractor. We
believe this resulted from a genuine miscommunication between client and contractor.
The property is considered a corner lot, which means it has frontage on two roads. In this case, the
property is also located at the entrance to a rapidly growing subdivision (River Reserve). This subdivision
is across from the Russ Research Center, which has seen massive traffic since allowing Greene County
Public Health to administer vaccines in their facilities. To the west, the presumed future location of the
Beavercreek High School building means even more traffic in and out of this subdivision. Fences in
required front yards are kept below 3 feet to facilitate line of sight at street intersections. Fencing taller
than 3 feet, especially the intersection at the entrance of an entire subdivision, could lead to reduced
line of sight at a very busy intersection.

Recommendation
Staff recommends that this variance request be denied. The applicant is able to either move the fence
back out of the required front yard OR to reduce the height of the fence within the front yard. Because
there are multiple options available to the applicant which both conform to the Zoning Resolution and
result in a fence-in area, Staff does not believe that this application meets the standard of “granting the
minimum variance possible”. The applicant continually makes references to the “safety concerns of
children at play within 200 ft. of a high traffic intersection” without acknowledging the visibility/line of
sight danger to other children posed by this fence. Applicant claims that moving the fence in will
“reduce the size of the yard and encroach play equipment that is installed”. Staff does not consider this
a valid reason for potentially reducing visibility at this intersection. Play equipment can be moved back

inside the new fence boundary. This requirement also does not “reduce the size of the yard”. It DOES
reduce the size of the potion of the yard which is fenced in, but the remaining yard is still useable by the
applicant. When responding to criteria 6, which deals with public safety, the applicant writes that “the
fence provides public safety by keeping objects from flying over a shorter fence and keeping children
from entering into traffic.” Staff disputes this characterization. Bringing the fence outside of the
required front yard would have the same, if not a greater, effect on safety. Objects would be much less
likely to go over the fence and into the street of the fence boundary was farther back from the street.
The applicant also mentions potential reductions in home value when responding to the public safety
criteria. Staff considers public safety of much higher importance to the criteria for recommending a
variance than potential home values changes.

APPLICATION FOR VARIANCE
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Beavercreek Township, Ohio
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The following must be provided:
1. Eleven (11) sets of plans drawn to scale must accompany this application. Plans must
show dimensions and shape of the parcel, the size and locations of existing buildings, the
locations and dimensions of proposed buildings or alterations, and any natural or
topographic peculiarities ofthe parcel in question.
2. Justification of Variance: The applicant must address eight (8) specific criteria which the
Board of Zoning Appeals has to consider when granting a variance.(See attached.) Please
attach these comments on a separate sheet and submit with the application.
3. If applicant is not the owner of the subject property, an affidavit to act on behalf of the
owner is required.
I CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS APPLICATION AND ITS SUPPLEMENT IS TRUE AND
CORRECT.
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^Jpiicanfs Signature

Date

Beavercreek Township Zoning
Board of Zoning Appeals
Beavercreek Township, OH
To whom it may concern,
Please see the list of comments regarding the 8 sections of granting variance:
Sec i- "There exists conditions and/or circumstances relating to the property that would create practical
difficulties for the property owner If strict conformance to the requirement of this Zoning Resolution
were required."
The fence has already been installed and has been in place for over a year with no issues. The fence is
also enclosing an air conditioning unit. The fence must be 4 ft tall due to provide a safe environment for
the family dog that was rescued under the conditions we have a 4ft tall fence. Strict enforcement of this
restrictions would result in safety issues for children and pets that reside by lowering the height of the
fence near a high traffic area and near a road with a 45 mph speed limit.
Sec ii- 'The variance to be granted in the minimum variance possible and other alternatives for resolving
the conflict between the applicant's plan and the requirements of this Zoning Resolution are impractical
or infeasible."
The resolution outside of the variance would be to take down the existing fence and move it or take the
fence height to 3 ft. The resident cannot take it down to 3 feet due to the size of their dog and safety
concern for children at play within 200 feet of high traffic intersection and high speed road. This would
also create a potential ladder allowing children to climb out. Moving the fence would reduce the size
the yard and encroach play equipment that is installed. The fence also encloses an air conditioning unit
and a satellite dish.

Sec ill- "The granting of the variance will be in harmony with the general spirit, intent, and purpose of
this Zoning Resolution."
Allowing this variance does not impede any reasonable visibility. It is also located 10 feet off the
sidewalk and at minimal 1 ft below front sidewalk base height, thus meeting the intent of the zoning
resolution. The fence is situated at a 4 way stop. Reducing the height of the fence will increase the
danger to the resident's children and dog.
Sec iv- "The granting of this variance will not be injurious to surrounding properties and the general
neighborhood or be otherwise detrimental to the public welfare."
Allowing the variance will not be injurious due to the location and topography of the property. The
fence is situated 1 foot below the sidewalk and is also 10 feet off the sidewalk. Maitaining the current
height of the fence will provide a safe environment for neighborhood child to play near a major
intersection and high speed roads.
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Sec V- "The granting of the variance will not result in a deleterious change in the character of the
;;
community.
The fence is an improvement to the community. By requiring the fence to be 3 feet on one side would
make the fence less visually aesthetic, not only due to size but material color as well. Additionally, the
adjacent property is installing a 6 foot privacy fence later this summer.
Sec vi- "The granting of the variance will not infringe upon the rights and quiet enjoyment of adjacent
f//
property owners and will not diminish property values, endanger the public safety, or public nuissance
This will not infringe on any adjacent property owners as there is not a property owner on that side. The
other adjacent neighbor is installing a 6 foot privacy fence later this season. The current height of 4 ft is
providing public safety for children by keeping balls and other like objects from flyover a shorter fence
and keeping the children from entering into traffic. Not granting this variance will result in e reduction
in home value by creating an odd looking fence and house when you first enter the development.
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Sec vii- 'The granting of this variance is for a compelling reason and not simply because the applicant's
plans conflict with zoning resolution requirements when reasonable alternatives are available
This fence was installed to protect children and pets. Reducing the height of the fence would
compromise the safety of both. The property is located at a 4 way stop and does not create a visual
barrier.
Sec vii- "The granting of the variance is not solely for economic benefit to the applicant.
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The granting of this variance has no economic benefit to the resident, but it does create a safety
detriment to the resident's children and dog. It will decrease the size of the yard and allow the children
the ability to climb over the fence.

Customized Property Map
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Beavercreek Township

Receipt No. 253266

Community Di-vei.opmi-nt &
Risk Department
mviv.heavcrrrccktownship.orff
851 Orchard Lane,Ste. B Beavercreek, Ohio 45434-7220

Zoning Permit:
P21-131 (BZA App)

p. 937.306,0065 /! 937.426.8780

Receipt of Payment
Amount: $300.00

Date: 04/06/2021
From: Bellbrook Fence Company
For: BZA Variance Application
Re: 2742 Riverstone Ct., Xenia, 45385
□ Check #46995

□ Cash

Total Due
Payment Received
Balance Due

$300.00
$300.00
$0.00

ROUTING
Zoning Dept.: $300.00
Road Dept.; $0.00

Received by:
Max B. McConnell
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